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Ubisoft is working with the free to play platform, uplay on
Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag, which will be in development later

this year for next-gen platforms.“Black Flag” is one of the first
games to be developed on this new development platform, with
more titles to follow this year. “Black Flag” will be one of the first
titles to target the new platform, with the aim to further develop

the game. To achieve this, Ubisoft will re-use many of its assets to
produce the PC version, and will add a lot of content, such as a
campaign and new missions. Assassins creed iv black flag patch

1.07 The stealth game’s story is set during the American
Revolution. The player takes on the role of a pirate named Edward
Kenway, and he will embark on an action-packed journey along the

North American coast. Players will discover and interact with
unfamiliar ecosystems, pirate life and civilization. “Black Flag” is

the first PC game using the UPlay service. The main character is the
player's descendant, who has come of age in Assassin's Creed IV:

Black Flag. Edward Kenway, the player character, is the illegitimate
son of the pirate hunter Edward Kenway and a mother whose

identity is unknown. Upon his father's death, he inherits a portion of
his wealth. How about you? Do you think the alternative movement
mode could be a viable improvement of vanilla mode? Hopefully,

the next patch will contain any issues with the compatibility of
movement mode. There's been a lot of speculation about whether
the proposed next-gen games will feature a 100% melee attack
mechanic, but one of the teams behind the upcoming Assassin's

Creed games has been speaking out against that - explicitly,
anyway.
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If any of this looks
familiar, you'll

remember this guy
from the last video

. Of course, the
most recent patch
also added some

more customization
to the tattoos so I'll

be sure to do a
post on that as

well. This game is
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be glad to hear
your thoughts and
suggestions. Do
leave us your

valuable feedback
after using our

game. And you've
never seen Black

Flag this good! The
ultimate, most

complete pirate-
hunting experience
you can get with a
lot of new features
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never seen before
such as: a brand

new massive
multiplayer pirate
war mode that lets
you join a player

ship and hunt other
players, stunning

new in-game
graphics with
motion blur,

lighting effects,
new animations,
environmental
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effects, and a new,
next-gen ship

design. There are
also customizable

weapons, ship
upgrade tree, and

a new climb
mechanic! The
combination of

these new features
takes Assassin's

Creed IV Black Flag
to a whole new

level of exploration,
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adventure, and
immersion. Think
Black Flag is big?
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